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PURPOSE

•Get main ideas

•Overall understanding is reduced b/c you don’t read 
everything
• Only what is important to your purpose

•Skimming allows you to look for details in addition to the 
main ideas



SKIMMING

What you read is more important than what you leave out

1. Read first few paragraphs in detail
 you will get a good idea of what information will be 

discussed

2. THEN, read only the first sentence of each paragraph
 Topic sentence: give you the main idea 
 If you do not get the main idea in the topic sentence or if 

the paragraph greatly interests you, then skim more



SKIMMING, CONT’D

3. Get details to fill out your literature table
 sample, method & theory used, themes, quotes

Citation Type Sample, 
method

Theme Quotes

Rowe, David. 2012. 
“The Bid, the Lead-
up, the Event and 
the Legacy: Global 
Cultural Politics and 
Hosting the 
Olympics.” The 
British Journal of 
Sociology 63(2):285–
305.

Original research --Discussion of 
several “case 
studies” – preparing 
for & putting on 
Olympics
--secondary data 
publicly available

Use for intro & 
background – how 
Olympics are 
political on a global 
scale

“campaign of mass 
distraction: a 
propaganda 
campaign designed 
to mobilize the 
population around a 
common goal, and 
distract them from 
more troubling 
issues such as 
inflation, 
unemployment, 
political corruption 
and environmental 
degradation” (pages 
5-6).



SKIMMING, CONT’D

4. Since the last few paragraphs may contain a conclusion or summary, 
you should stop skimming there and read in detail
 Pull quotes or parts of text and put into your lit table so you can go and 

easily reference/put in your paper

5. Skim to Scaffold:

•Cut and paste from lit table or article (with CITATIONS) to build a scaffold 

•First put in subheadings EXACTLY as they are in the example

• Introduction & Background, Literature Review (Theme 1:____, Theme 
2:____), Conclusion, References



SKIM TO SCAFFOLD

•Make sure every first paragraph sentence is a TOPIC 
sentence (telling the reader what the paragraph will be 
about)

•Summarize Intro & Background, state your purpose BEFORE 
moving onto Lit Review

•Summarize Lit Review BEFORE moving on to Conclusion

•As you are writing, put your own thoughts and academic 
opinions in the Conclusions section



SCAFFOLDING 

Intro & Background
 Inverted pyramid
 General to specific

Background information, statistics
 “set the stage” – why on earth is this 

topic important? 

 Why should I care?

-Broad topic: Trauma-
Informed 

Programming

-Statistics, research
on topic in general

-narrow down to 
YOUR group

of interest

-What’s missing?  
What else don’t we 

know?

-Purpose 
statement



SCAFFOLDING

Literature Review

Theme 1:______
 What is the most consistent finding in the literature?  
 Chronological (start with oldest, move to most recent)
 Summarize study, sample, findings
 Use important/colorful quotes if necessary

Theme 2:______
 Have researchers “branched off” of the earlier research (from Theme 1) or 

focused on a different aspect of the question?  Was Theme 1 housed in 
Sociology, and Theme 2 housed in Criminology journals?

Theme 3:______
 Repeat with more recent trends/findings and where the literature is headed

SUMMARIZE



SCAFFOLDING: 
CONCLUSION
Offer YOUR academic insight as to where the literature 
stands

What should be done next, what is still missing?

Do you have any methodological or theoretical insights to 
offer?

Keep this in academic voice!
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